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The Magical Sky Walk
Enjoy the magic atmosphere of going through the Sky Walk at night. Special light effects, captivating
tones of jazz music, views over the dark silhouettes of the mountains and the valleys sparkled with lights –
all that and much more is to be experienced only as a part of special programme that we will prepare for you.

Programme
In the evening, you go up either by the chairlift or on foot (one hour) with an experienced guide
A unique atmosphere with moonlight, stars and lit up lanterns
Special light and music effects
The programme is suitable also for daylight
Duration: from 1 to 3 hours
Number of persons: from 20 to 500

TIP
The evening can be made
even more pleasant by
including degustation of the
local famous absinth beverage made in the Bairnsfather
distillery.

Adrenalin Cup
A competition day full of adrenaline for the whole company. You will be divided into groups with
the same number of persons and off you go! There are prizes to be won and they can be won
by your team. You will stretch all the muscles in your body, compete with your colleagues and
experience incredible adventures.

Programme
Forming teams
Competing in various adrenaline disciplines such as paintball, football tournament in bumper 		
balls, competitions in the ropes course and on the adrenaline tower
Segway races
Announcing winners and presenting prizes

Duration: from 3 hours to 1 full day
Number of persons: from 20 to 90

TIP
We can make for you personalized printed team T-shirts
with your company logo

The Dolní Morava Olympics
The Dolní Morava Olympics is a multi-event sports competition inspired by the most popular sports
games of the world. However, unlike in the Olympics, you do not need to qualify in order to participate. You can choose from a variety of disciplines suitable for all age categories. The Dolní Morava
Olympics are full of excitement, dramatic tension, competing and teamwork. However, the most
important thing is not to win, but to take part.

Programme
The individual teams are going from one discipline to another, collecting points
It is possible to choose from a variety of disciplines such as completing a circuit in the ropes 		
course, competition at the adventure tower, bobsleigh races, Segway agility races, Disc Golf,
curling, blowpipes, archery, brainteasers etc.
If the weather is bad, an indoor version of the programme is possible in the Vista hotel
Announcing winners and presenting prizes
Duration: from 3 hours to 1 full day
Number of persons: from 20 to 200

TIP
The announcement of winners may be accompanied
by celebratory fireworks

Mountain Scooters
Have you ever tried riding a mountain scooter? Mountain scooters cater for fans of adrenaline
sports as well as for those who just like to relax and have fun. The scooters are suitable for all age
categories. The reliable brake system makes it possible to go at a walking speed or with a considerable speed depending on your choice. We will bring you uphill by the Sněžník chairlift so all you
have to do is go down. The most popular route starts directly at the Slaměnka chalet and is 15 km
long. But you can agree on one of the several other routes, too.

Programme
Getting to know the scooters and the guides (selection of a suitable scooter and the protection gear)
Going up by the Slaměnka chairlift
A 15km route with an 8km descent into the valley with the guide

Duration: from 1 to 3 hours
Number of persons: from 10 to 50

TIP
As a part of the programme,
we can arrange refreshments
at the Slaměnka chalet

Back to the Countryside
An experience that will lead you through the beautiful local nature and let you taste the local gastronomic
specialties and learn more about the mountain region. In a playful form, you will get to know the local cultural, artisan and folklore heritage. You will explore traditions and customs that are forgotten in today’s hectic
life and that survive only on the slopes of the local forests, meadows and in the cottages of the locals. Pause
a little, enjoy and experience how people lived and some people still live in the hilly borderland.

The event has two parts that can be joined or performed separately
Part 1 – “No bees no honey, no work no money.”
A competition circuit with several tasks and traditional crafts that will make you sweat. For instance, you will try to get the
hens into the hen house, rake muck, use the historic scrub board, recognize homemade distillates, knock in nails into a block
of wood or debark trees.

Part 2 – The “honey” part
A commented dinner with our chef who will introduce you into the secrets of the traditional Jeseníky mountains specialties
and will prepare a delicious dinner menu directly in front of you. And, of course, there will be local absinth and everything
that goes with it! You will test your culinary skills in a team competition for the best bun of Králický Sněžník.

Duration: from 2 hours to 1 full day
Number of persons: from 20 to 90

TIP
Those who are not scared to
get dirty are the winners!

Heart Failure
Each company is like a human body with individual departments functioning as organs that are indispensable
for the body to be healthy. These organs are interconnected by information circulating like blood in a body
and whenever there is a clog somewhere and the flow is not as smooth as elsewhere, the resulting heart
failure may leave consequences lasting for days or even years. Each person in your team is indispensable and
has his or her role. A clot formed in one place of the body can clog an artery in a completely different place.
Likewise, a clogged flow of information at one point of the company may clog the flow in the whole company.

Programme
The whole group is divided into teams representing organs
The game includes abseiling from a vertical drop to be done by selected individuals from the team
This element may be left out, but we recommend including it for cementing the team and engaging the
participants
The individual organs will gradually go from one task to another, performing them in the shortest time possible
The tasks are suitable for all age and fitness categories
Duration: from 2 hours to half a day
Number of persons: from 20 to 60

TIP
A well-functioning team is
a prerequisite for high performance

Mushing
Mushing or dogsledding is a very popular winter and summer activity. All you need is a meadow.
The participants will be introduced to this discipline from its very basics. They will learn general
information such as that the dogs really enjoy mushing, how to harness the dogs and control the
whole dog team. You will see that if you give the sled dog a titbit, it will obey you as if you were
its master and then off you go!

Programme
Introduction to mushing
Advice on how to command the dogs
Preparing the lashing and bringing the dogs to their positions
Preparing and harnessing the dogs
Riding the dog sled following successful preparation
In summer it is possible to use a three-wheeler instead of the sled
Duration: from 1 hour to 1 full day
Number of persons: from 10 to 100

TIP
We can provide a photographer to document the whole
event

Snowshoeing
Snowshoes are tools that you fix to your shoes in order to walk comfortably in a deep snow. They distribute your weight over a larger area, so you do not sink so deeply into the snow. Snowshoes have been
used for thousands of years by peoples living in the north and today they are becoming popular among
recreational users. Why don’t you try snowshoeing for yourself? Traditionally, snowshoes had a wooden
or wicker frame, leather binding and a webbing. Today’s snowshoes are made primarily of plastic, aluminium and synthetic materials. Set out for a hiking trip with our guide and you will learn many interesting
facts. You will choose the appropriate route beforehand according to your fitness and requirements.

Programme
Briefing by the guide who will help you choose the most appropriate type of snowshoes
Planning the route. While you are walking, the guide will tell you about the interesting places you will visit
We recommend also snowshoeing in the evening with refreshments at the Slaměnka mountain chalet
A similar event may be arranged with alpine ski touring equipment
A wide choice of possible routes
Duration: from 1 hour to 1 full day
Number of persons: from 10 to 20

TIP
Proper shoes, a head torch
and some tea in your backpack are the best friends

Skiing and Snowboarding Races
Do you want to feel for a while like a downhill racer and try going at a full speed through the
gates or try participating in races with fun twists? Competing on the snow is a popular company
event. Most Czechs love downhill skiing, so why not compete with each other?
If there are some colleagues who do not ski, they can take skiing lessons with an instructor
and then compete among themselves in a mini-race or have rest in the wellness centre.

Programme
Races in selected disciplines such as slalom, giant slalom, parallel slalom, ski cross, slalom in couples
Relay race (skiing with beer, with a partner whose eyes are covered, with an egg on a spoon or
one-foot skiing)
Races on double skis
A possibility to choose from various levels of difficulty
Duration: from 3 hours to 1 full day
Number of persons: from 10 to 200

TIP
We can arrange a photographer to shoot pictures and
videos of the event

The La Vista Casino
A perfect playful and intelligent entertainment for your company evening party. If you want to visit
a casino, you no longer need to go to Las Vegas or Monte Carlo. Croupiers, tokens, deposits, wins and
busts, all this is possible in the Dolní Morava Relax & Sport resort. You can try both traditional and non
-traditional gambling activities without having to fear that you will lose money. Immerse yourself into
the world of risk-taking and winning.

Programme
Ceremonial opening of the Casino by the Casino owner who will distribute tokens or the “money” to play with
You will try games such as the roulette, Black Jack, Texas Hold‘em Poker, X Poker, Dices, Gotes, shell game,
Farao
After the games there will be auction where you can acquire bills of exchange from the bank or some prizes
The programme may also include the best costume contest

Duration: from 3 to 5 hours
Number of persons: from 20 to 200

TIP
We can arrange the event to
reflect a particular theme or
style, such as Hawaii or Mexican party or the 1930s style,
jeans party or a party in your
corporate colours.

The Magic & Strength
of the Jeseníky Mountains Absinth
Degustation of products of the Bairnsfather Distillery “Create your own reality”
Peep into the secrets of production and ways of consumption of the best quality alcoholic drinks made of 100%
natural ingredients and the cleanest non-treated water from an underground spring. The products of Bairnsfather
Distillery are exported all over the world and are consumed by those who recognize quality and the difference
between manually manufactured spirits made of herbs and the industrially produced spirits made of extracts and
colorants. Famous people who have become fond of absinth include Johnny Depp or the French Cursed Poets.

Programme
Degustation of several kinds of absinth produced by the Bairnsfather Distillery
A demonstration of various rituals and ways of drinking absinth accompanied by an interesting lecture
The degustation event may be held in the Slaměnka mountain chalet at 1,116 m above sea level
The “Louche effect”
The French cold ritual
The Spanish hot ritual
The Czech way of drinking absinth
Duration: from 45 min to 2 hours
Absinth pipe
Number of persons: from 10 to 200

TIP
The participants may get
a gift in the form of a flat
bottle of Absinth Bitter 0,1l

Wine Tasting
Wine tasting means nothing else but tasting wines under the guidance of a winemaker or a sommelier.
The exploration of the nuances of taste and smell of wine is held in smaller groups of guests who are first
informed by the specialist about the programme for the evening. The degustation ideally includes from ten
to twelve samples of wine that are selected by the sommelier according to specific criteria. Cheese, bread
or vegetables are a good supplement to wine drinking as they can highlight the taste of the wine
or neutralize the taste when switching to another sample.

Programme
Tasting of wine from well-known and lesser-known wine provinces of the Czech Republic and abroad
Each degustation is led by a specialist, who will also tell you about the place of origin of the wine, providing 		
context for the individual delicious flavours
The degustation includes from eight to twelve samples of the top-quality wines
Refreshments are available at each table and includes cheese, bread, water and smoked meat products

Duration: from 2 to 3 hours
Number of persons: from 10 to 150

TIP
You can create your own
degustation menu

Rum Tasting
White, gold, dark, non-aged, agricole, repeatedly distilled, spiced, premium. Each rum is an original, it
has its own story and specific features. The best way to taste (almost) all of them is to try rum tasting.
It doesn’t matter whether you are a rum novice or a connoisseur. The samples for degustation can be
selected by us or we can create individual selection from our offer for you according to your wishes.
The rums to be tasted are of various brands and age to let you realize the slight nuances of their flavours.

Programme
In the course of the degustation, you will learn interesting information about the history,
production, variants and types of rum.
You can opt either for a degustation led by a specialist or for a free degustation.
Degustation led by a specialist is ideal if you want to learn about rum as much as possible.
The order in which the individual rums are presented is carefully prepared and the specialist
will tell you about each of them.
Free rum degustation is suitable for those who do not want to be constrained by any rules.
The order in which you taste the individual rums is up to you and the rum specialist will tell you 		
about them only if you ask for it
The volume of each sample
Duration: from 1 to 2 hours
is between 10 and 15 ml
Number of persons: from 10 to 100

TIP
The degustation may be
held in the Slaměnka
mountain chalet at 1,116 m
above sea level

A Tricky Cooking Spoon
A funny game with the chef of the resort. Individual teams have a limited number of ingredients and
a mobile kitchen and they compete in a cooking competition. In summer, the event may be held outdoors. The teams are to prepare a meal of three to five courses (a starter, a soup, the main course, a desert
and a beverage). They can refer to the chef for advice but the advice is not always free. Once the time
limit is over, the meals and beverages are evaluated by an independent gourmet jury.

Programme
You are divided into teams, ideally two teams competing with each other
Allocation of ingredients and tools, discussion with the chef
Assignment of roles within the team, preparation and cooking
Evaluation and consumption of the prepared meals and beverages

Duration: from 2 to 3 hours
Number of persons: from 10 to 30

TIP
The participants may get
a gift in the form of cooking
apron with a logo of the
Dolní Morava Relax & Sport
resort

Commented Dinner with the Chef

“The Jeseníky Menu”

Colourful and vivid flavours, a variation of food and drinks, a genuine cuisine, mountain zests sparkling
in water from local springs, crystal air purified by mountain wind, and fire which is a basis for the warming
meal on your plate. Such is the food and drinks of the Jeseníky mountains. The Jeseníky mountains, the Eastern Sudetes, are still drawing on its original typical gastronomy based on the traditions and history of these
highest Moravian mountains. The ingredients are of local origin, of course. In the course of the dinner, you
will be let in some of the secrets of our chef and you will see the whole preparation of the food and eat it,
too. You will learn lots of interesting facts and you can try out some of the recipes at home.

Programme
You will meet the chef and be seated at the tables
In front of you, the chef will prepare individual courses of the menu while commenting the process
and describing the recipe
The courses are served to all participants so that they can taste it
At the end of the show the chef will share with you various secret tips and answer your questions
After the dinner you can continue by tasting
some alcoholic drinks (we recommend
Duration: 2 hours
tasting the Jeseníky absinth)
Number of persons: from 10 to 60

TIP
The event may also be
adjusted and focus on another
type of menu of the Czech
or foreign cuisine (such as fish
specialities, steaks, raw menu,
sushi etc.)

The Guess-the-Movie Game of Dolní Morava
Are you looking for something to complement your company event and want to activate the brain cells
before the evening? How about playing the Guess-the-Movie Game with our presenters? The game is
based on screening short extracts from famous movies of both Czech and foreign origin and answering
related competition questions posed by the presenters. You will compete in teams as the game is not
so easy and it will test the true movie connoisseurs.

Programme
You will be divided into groups
Explanation of the rules of the game
Screening of short extracts from movies and writing down answers to questions
There can be one to five questions related to each extract
At the end, the answers will be evaluated and the results will be announced

Duration: 1 hour
Number of persons: from 10 to 200

TIP
Refreshments may be
arranged during the game

Wellness Programme
More than half of the working population suffers from back pain. Many people today complain of insomnia,
frequent headaches and overload due to stress. If your employees are on a sick leave, it means significant costs
to the company. Support your employees by supporting their physical and mental health, let them be physically
active or let them have maximum relax and wellbeing and receive assisted care from our specialists.

Programme
Tailor-made fitness lessons for your employees (healthy back, dancing workshop, supervised
relaxation – yoga, mediation)
Wellness therapy lasting 30 minutes or more
A broad offer of massages and beauty procedures for everybody
Rental of wellness facilities including entertainment programme (sauna rituals, body peeling, yoghurt
mask, mixed drinks, playing the Tibetan singing bowls in the relax room)
A combination of the above depending on the client’s specification
Duration: from 1 to 6 hours
Number of persons: from 5 to 100

TIP
We recommend trying the
sauna rituals and exotic
massages

Reaching the Five One-Thousanders of Jeseníky
Join us and hike with our guides over the five one-thousanders near Dolní Morava in one day. You are bound
to sweat and have fun whether by chatting with our friendly guides or among yourselves. The route starts
at the Vista hotel from where you will go by the chairlift to the Slaměnka chalet. The highest peak you will
reach is the Králický Sněžník mountain (1,424 m above sea level), then the Sušina peak (1,321 m), Podbělka
(1,308 m) and Slamník (1,233 m). Going back to the valley, you will pass the Klepý view tower (1,144 m), which
is towering over the north-west part of the valley. Thus, in one day, you will circumnavigate the whole volley
of Dolní Morava and you will see it from all sides.

Programme
Meeting our guides and getting familiar with the hiking route (there are two options to choose from: either 		
you go up to the Slaměnka chalet by the chairlift at the beginning of the trip, or you stop at the Slaměnka 		
chalet at the end of the trip and take the chairlift going down to the valley.)
At the Slaměnka chalet, you will taste a local speciality, which, however, is not to be eaten
We can prepare lunch packages for your trip
We can arrange refreshments in the form of a picnic to be enjoyed during the trip
Once you complete the trip, you will get a diploma
certifying that you have reached the five one-thousanders in one day
Duration: one full day
Number of persons: from 10 to 60

TIP
You will definitely need
stamina and warm clothes.

Do you want to explore the surroundings of Dolní
Morava? We have a couple of tips for trips.
The Hedeč monastery – you can also reach it on foot with our guide
The Holba brewery and museum of brewing in Hanušovice
The Dlouhé Stráně pumped-storage hydroelectric plant
The Králíky military museum – you can reach it also on foot with our guide
We will be more than glad to arrange the appropriate transportation for your group.
Resort bus – 24 seats
Shuttle bus – 8 seats
Big bus – 40 seats or more
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Are you looking for something else?
Get in touch and we can prepare
a tailor-made event for you.
bit.ly/firemniakce

www.dolnimorava.cz
www.hotel-dolnimorava.cz
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